1. origin and aim of translation in the Polish humanities Pierre Gassendi (1592-1655) is associated primarily with his polemic against René Descartes' Meditations on First Philosophy. of all prolific lifework only a small portion was translated into Polish in 1964, namely a modest part of the treatise Syntagma philosophicum -the introduction (devoted to philosophy) and the first part (devoted to the theory of cognition and logic). 2 The edition contains the introduction by Leszek Kołakowski 3 which has so far been the only overall discussion of Gassendi's philosophy in Polish.
By contrast, Polish reception of René Descartes' thought has fared much better. all philosophical treatises and a number of natural science writings by the father of modern rationalism have been translated into Polish. Moreover, both his lifework and its various aspects have been discussed in numerous works. His fundamental work Meditations on First Philosophy has three translations, including one from French. The author of the 1948 translation was Maria ajdukiewicz, the wife of one of the most prominent contemporary Polish philosophers, Kazimierz ajdukiewicz. This translation, at present considered classical, is officially attributed to both of them.
Ten years later, in 1958, the new translation was extended to include all objections to the Meditations and all Descartes' Replies (translated by Stefan Swieżawski), the preceding Letter to the Dean and Doctors of the Sacred Faculty of Theology of Paris, and the so called Conversation with Burman (both translated by izydora Dąmbska). in the introduction, the editors note that the volume doesn't include certain seminal works which contribute to the discussion of the Meditations, namely (1) Gassendi's Disquisitio metaphysica (only its small part is presented in Fifth Set of Objections); (2) Dubitationum et Instantiarum Index, including a detailed table of content of the Disquisitio; (3) Descartes' letter to Clerselier of January 12, 1646, pertaining to Gassendi's new objections; (4) a correspondence in reference to the objections of an anonymous critic, Hyperaspistes; (5) a correspondence in reference to the objections by Henry More; (6) and finally Descartes' letter to Gisbert Voetius.
The editors' implicit suggestion was that translating those texts into Polish would be a worthwhile project.
The idea took forty years to emerge as realistic. Before it happened, the translation of an exchange of letters between Descartes and Princess Elisabeth as well as the translation of a correspondence between Descartes and Regius which included a polemic treatise Notae in programma had been prepared at the University of Białystok. Both were translated by Jerzy Kopania and published in 1995 and 1996 in the influential "Biblioteka Klasyków Filozofii" [Classics of Philosophy] series. it therefore seemed only natural that further translations of polemic texts around the Meditations were undertaken. Joanna Usakiewicz translated Descartes' substantial letter to Voetius. 4 The rendering has been completed for Descartes' four-hundredth anniversary. it was published two years later, in 1998, in the "Biblioteka Klasyków Filozofii" series. Next followed the 2005 collection by Jerzy Kopania entitled Zarzuty i odpowiedzi późniejsze.
5 it included the exchange of letters between Descartes and Hyperaspistes, antoine arnauld and Henry More. The volume was published by "antyk" in the "Biblioteka Europejska" [the European Library] series. Both editions were complete with introductions and bibliographical notes. Now the full project only needed translations of Disquisitio metaphysica and related to it texts.
The translation of the Disquisitio and Dubitationum et Instantiarum Index was done by Joanna Usakiewicz. it was supplemented by Jerzy Kopania's Polish translation of various French polemic writings. This included Descartes' statement concerning Gassendi's critique and his letter to Clerselier about the summary of the Disquisitio. additionally, it presents Clerselier's letter and his explanation why, over Descartes' objections, he decided to translate into French Gassendi's Fifth Set of Objections. Jerzy Kopania contributes an extensive introduction which discusses Gassendi's intellectual biography and his philosophical thought. all translations provide bibliographical notes which help to identify numerous citations, biblical and literary allusions and they also explain certain aspects of ancient Greek culture and Catholic dogmas. The volume was published in 2017 by "Wydawnictwo Marek Derewiecki", a successor of "antyk", in the "Biblioteka Europejska" series, which continues the traditions established by the "Biblioteka Klasyków Filozofii". 6 Finally, the Polish translation of the Disquisitio with its related writings completes the polemic texts around the Meditations. at the same time it offers Polish readers a complete selection of the seventeenth-century works which is nowhere to be found in English, French, German or other less popular European languages. 1904, vol. Vii and vol. iX-a) . The authors intended to retain Gassendi's literary mannerism that was close to the scholasticism. This was often problematic given the intricacies of his idiosyncratic style, but on the other hand, it needed a rendering comprehensible for the contemporary reader.
Translation methodology
Gassendi composed his Disquisitio metaphysica in the following way. He first recounts a fragment of his objections Obiectiones quintae to the Meditations in the form of the numbered Dubitatio. it is followed by a suitable part from Descartes' Responsio authoris ad Quintas obiectiones referred to as the Responsio. The subsequent part is the extensive and detailed Instantia, which is divided into numbered sections. as was mentioned earlier, Gassendi's Obiectiones and Descartes' Responsio were translated by Stefan Swieżawski and published together with the Meditations. This new rendering does not aim at surpassing the first classical translation, but it seemed crucial given the linguistic cohesion of the philosopher's discourse. in addition, its most substantial part Instantiae includes Gassendi's own explanations of certain philosophical questions as well as individual lexical terms, which Swieżawski could not possibly have considered without confronting Disquisitio metaphysica.
it is interesting to note that each new rendering entails a certain degree of translator's own interpretation which results from the very process of reading and understanding. 7 For instance, Swieżawski's rendering seems to overuse the counterfactual conditional mood where, in fact, Gassendi expresses possibility. The translator may be correct in reading the philosopher's views but he seems to lose Gassendi's idiosyncratic way of communication. Writing in modus potentialis, after all, expresses openness to discussion and acquisition of knowledge, which Gassendi often mentions himself. The new translation provides a commentary on certain errors found in the first translation without limiting itself to spelling only.
it is further important to explain the very title of Gassendi's polemic treatise. The Latin word disquisitio means disquisition, investigation, enquiry in English. Polish two words badanie and dociekanie carry similar meaning. While badanie corresponds with investigation, the latter term dociekanie, which might seem a bit anachronistic to a Polish contemporary reader, indicates the act of searching. The second word was selected for the reason that the former one could indicate independent and systematic inquiry on the part of Gassendi, which is not the case here. Gassendi's polemic meticulously questions and comments on Descartes' views and it thoroughly develops the author's own objections which intersect with his metaphysics. Gassendi doesn't necessary want to examine Descartes' outlook, rather he attempts to understand it and show what it indicates. The translation uses a plural form of Polish word dociekania (investigations) for Latin disquisitio which is singular. The reason for this choice was simply aesthetic. it also seemed to resonate better within the context of Polish philosophical writings than the direct translation of disquisition to a singular form dociekanie (investigation).
introduction to translation
as it has been already mentioned, Pierre Gassendi seems to be hardly known in Polish humanities and his name connotes merely his polemic with Descartes. it justifies the need to present the philosopher's intellectual biography, life work and academic achievements. it is also worth to show Gassendi's arguments against Cartesian thought from its philosophical background. in his seventy-page long introduction Jerzy Kopania 8 refers to classical philosophical analyses by such authors as Louis Mandon, Bernard Rochot, Louis andrieux, Raymond Collier, alexandre Koyré, John Stevenson Spink, olivier René Bloch and to the newest writings by, for instance, Thierry Bedouelle, Charles Jacques Beyer, Barry Brundell, Saul Fisher, Howard Jones, Lynnn Sumida Joy, Thomas M. Lennon, antonia LoLordo, Jean--Michel Maldamé, Sylvia Murr, Margaret J. osler, Lisa T. Sarasohn, Sylvie Taussig, among others. Gassendi is portrayed here as a unique thinker who indented to proceed with his project of unifying physics, ethics and theology. While it cannot be denied that Gassendi's influence could not match that of Galileo, Descartes or Newton, his physics based on the corpuscular theory of matter constituted an anti-aristotelian shift in understanding being and became part of modern scientific revolution. Similarly, his philosophical thought remained less influential than Descartes' , but this sensorybased, empirical and nominalist philosophy did afford an alternative for those who did not engage in idealism and nativism of his rival.
The introduction highlights the core of the philosophical discord between Gassendi and Descartes and expounds the impossibility of consensus. in Fifth Set of Objections, Gassendi challenges his opponent in three ways which show their everlasting disparity. First, Gassendi rejects the concept of innate ideas; all ideas, including infinity and even God, are derived exclusively from senses. Next, he questions the clarity and distinctness criterion of true cognition, claiming subjectivity instead. His third challenge asserts that the knowledge of the soul can only be indirect, through the body; hence the proposition that the soul may be a subtle invisible sub-stance. Descartes thought such views utterly disparate from his own and therefore fundamentally wrong and unacceptable. in his line of thinking Gassendi merely echoed futile and commonplace cognition. For him a man who advanced sensory cognition over the Cartesian cogito could not recognize his innovative philosophy and was quite incapable of philosophical thinking.
Descartes was aware of the freshness of his views and theories in philosophical discourse but above all in natural science and medicine. By choosing self-awareness as a point of departure for his meditations on reality he set up new ways of thinking. He asserted that the mind and body were distinct while the latter remained autonomous in action. This claim allowed legitimate and practical studying of the natural world. as it follows, such views invalidated authentic unanimity between himself and the vast majority whose thinking was limited to sensory vision of the world. Descartes had little patience for his opponents and did not suffer easily those who perceived reality in a manner disparate from his own. He considered Gassendi as incapable of exceeding the limited sensory-based perception. To such an extent did they differ in their visions that any form of mutual understanding was impossible.
in a similar way, Gassendi fails to notice that the diversity of opinions stems from their unique visions of the world. instead he sees it as erroneous thinking. if Descartes assumes that genuine knowledge comes from autonomous reasoning while Gassendi supports sensory-based cognition, then one of them must be mistaken. in Gassendi's opinion, it is Descartes who is in the wrong. The true reasoning leads from objects to the human mind, and Gassendi frequently voices this proposition in the Disquisitio. it further bears upon his critical methods. Gassendi forsakes any attempts to contradict Descartes' theses, and instead concentrates on attacking his opponent's excessively sensitive reactions to criticism. instead of exhibiting the falseness of opponent's statements from a critical perspective, he decides to reveal that these statements have been announced with the logically incorrect justification or without any justification at all. in other words, in the belief that his own theories were right, Gassendi did not waste time in testing Descartes' accuracy but began to undermine the validity of logical argument.
Nonetheless, the philosopher's polemic with Descartes does not articulate Gassendi's system. To understand his stance in the controversy between the philosophers, one does not need to know Gassendi's philosophy, his theory of atomism, attitude towards Epicurus, or understanding of mechanics. But the Disquisitio clearly manifests his epistemology. Gassendi does not set his philosophy against Descartes'; the Mediations, after all, did not invite such contrast. His arguments are based solely on his own unique understanding of the world. For this reason, the polemic has great cognitive value: their mutual indignation allows us to grasp the essence of Cartesian thought. Finally, the conflict allows some insight into the nature of philosophy. This insoluble controversy is a reminder that any great philosophical system is in fact the rationalisation of its author's individual perception of the world. it leaves us with following questions: To what extent may a sophisticated philosophy lead us to discover the nature of the world and a human being? How closely related are the attempts to grasp the essence of reality with human limitations of a thinker? in other words, to what degree can a philosopher see the true nature of things? a question worth asking is whether this polemic between Gassendi and Descartes warrants the everlasting dissonance between great philosophers. The publication of the Disquisitio is followed by years of grievances and antagonism. and yet, what seemed impossible was finally achieved. When Descartes came to France in family matters in 1648 and visited Paris, there was a meeting between them, as it turned out, the last. and their last meeting has a symbolic dimension. We cannot know what was said at this visit. one can only speculate and hope, however, that reconciliation of some sort took place and that both philosophers attributed their fundamental differences not to their inaccurate reasoning but to their disparate characters. They might have accepted the fact that each would have his followers but that it should not encourage animosity. That would have meant that they recognized their own greatness. it is true that in history Gassendi comes second to the most prominent philosophical mind, Descartes. But just like comparing Plato's and aristotle's greatness seems futile, we must conclude that Descartes and Gassendi are fundamentally different but they are equal though opposed.
The Sophist, Platonic dialogue (246a-d) says that philosophers argue about what beings really exist. one party of the debate claims that only material substances really "are"; the other, by contrast, grants real existence only to non-material ideas reachable through intelligence. So sharp is this dissonance that Plato calls it the gigantomachy, the mythical battle fought between the giants and the olympian gods for supremacy of the cosmos. Thomas M. Lennon, american historian of philosophy, used the myth to symbolize the controversy between Gassendi and Descartes.
9 The seventeenth-century empiricist, Gassendi, he argues, could be seen as the leader of the giants while idealistic Descartes would lead the gods. The giants included, for instance, John Locke; the gods, among others, Nicolas Malebranche. The Greek mythology holds that the gods won the battle, and on the philosophical plain many support this claim. alfred N. Whitehead even asserted that the whole philosophy consists of nothing but footnotes to Plato's idealistic vision. it does not seem, however, that this struggle of philosophical cognitive rationalism with philosophical cognitive sensuality could end in the ultimate victory of one of the parties. Rather than echo the Plato-aristotle contention, contemporary philosophical debate seems to resonate more with the views of Descartes and Gassendi, and is likely to continue as long as people philosophize in search of the nature of things. *** abstract Polish Translation of Gassendi's Polemic with Descartes.
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